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At the Center
of Healthcare
When patient lives depend on
accuracy and clinicians rely on
content, it is critical that your
imaging data is trustworthy. As
a diagnostic medical imaging
professional, you face the
complexities of managing and
migrating images, reports, and
associated data on a regular
basis.
Migrating your imaging center
data is a critical component of
a successful imaging enterprise
initiative. Data migrations require
careful technical and clinical
consideration, as well as cautious
execution to ensure data integrity
and accuracy are maintained.
Determining what data must
be migrated is a painstaking
process involving many criteria:
clinical relevance, workflow,
infrastructure risk, and policy.

Migrated data must also be
normalized and formatted
to standards for clinical use
and confidence; some of the
associated challenges include
proprietary and non-DICOM
formats. Large data migration
projects can be daunting and
fraught with prolonged timelines
and/or extensive costs that place
added strain on the bandwidth of
your available resources.
Data Management Solutions —
Your Qualified Data Migrations
Partner
Choosing a data migration
partner is one of the most
important decisions you will make
toward a successful outcome. We
are uniquely qualified to provide
you with both the expertise and
the technology required to help
reduce timelines and operational
impact.

Our team of data migration
experts is prepared to alleviate
the burden on your staff by
providing the necessary resources
to build, extract, translate,
test, and load data to your
specifications. Partner with our
Medical Imaging Consulting-Data
Management Solutions team
to leverage our longstanding
market success and thorough
understanding of the challenges
and potential risks associated
with data migrations.
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Data Management
Solutions Reduce Timelines
and Operational Impact

Our Data Management Solutions
services experts provide the
resources to build, extract,
translate, test, and load data
to your specifications

Key Benefits

Three to Choose From

Let Us Support You

Three Data Migration Solution
packages give you the freedom
to choose the best-fit based on
your available resources, tools,
and funding.

Our Data Management
Solutions team is backed by a
successful industry track record
of legacy media handling and
data extraction to assist you
in the design, deployment,
and successful completion of
your data migration. We have
the engineering expertise,
experience, and project
leadership required to execute
comprehensive data migration
services. We offer strategic
leadership so you can be
confident your data will be
migrated accurately to achieve
your objectives.

• Turnkey data migration
solutions
• Experienced and reliable Data
Management Solutions team
comprised of various experts
• Complete consulting services
support
• Rapid connector technology
for successful large scale data
migration projects
• Thorough understanding of
industry clinical applications
• Ability to manage all types of
media and proprietary files
• Comprehensive knowledge
of Change Healthcare
applications and databases

Essential: Basic Needs
Covers basic image migration
needs with essential professional
services limited to data
migrations.
Professional: Common Needs
Covers majority of common
image and data migration needs
with comprehensive professional
services included and data
alignment needs.
Premium: All-Inclusive
Covers all image and data
migration needs with complete
professional services included for
all data alignment requirements.

About Change Healthcare
Change Healthcare is inspiring a better healthcare system. Working alongside our
customers and partners, we leverage our software and analytics, network solutions
and technology-enabled services to help them improve efficiency, reduce costs,
increase cash flow, and more effectively manage complex workflows. Together,
we are accelerating the journey toward improved lives and healthier communities.
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